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Requirements, application procedures and forms for ELSC post doc fellowship program for training in the HU

Requirements

The successful candidate will have a demonstrated record of excellence in his/her field. Applicants are expected to work closely with other research teams and develop a solid theoretical and computational foundation in their area of research. Specific emphasis will be placed on interdisciplinary research that uses molecular, optical and electrophysiological methods for manipulating neuronal networks that are directly related to specific behaviors.

Prospective applicants are invited to browse the ELSC website and contact relevant researcher(s).

Prospective applicants are invited to follow the application instructions in the attached files below and contact relevant researcher(s).

The applications will be reviewed twice a year, last date to submit applications are as follow:
1) November 30th
2) May 1st

Applications should be submitted online:
https://scholarships.ekmd.huji.ac.il

- Postdoc terms (pdf)

Questions may be sent to brain@elsc.huji.ac.il
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It is now widely accepted that deciphering the enigma of the brain is the most challenging intellectual endeavor of the 21st century, "The Century of the Brain" - Join our quest and become a friend of ELSC.

read more

Studying at ELSC

Our Int'l Ph.D. program provides outstanding students with top-notch courses in computational neuroscience.

read more

The Building

The Jerusalem Brain Sciences Building will provide a state-of-the-art research and teaching facility for the Edmond and Lily Safra Center for Brain Sciences.

read more

ELSC Media Channel
Get into our media channel and investigate ELSC’s latest videos: seminars, public lectures, courses and video articles.

read more
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